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ABSTRACT Recently we showed that the three-dimensional structure of proteins can be investigated from a network
perspective, where the amino acid residues represent the nodes in the network and the noncovalent interactions between them
are considered for the edge formation. In this study, the dynamical behavior of such networks is examined by considering the
example of T4 lysozyme. The equilibrium dynamics and the process of unfolding are followed by simulating the protein at 300 K
and at higher temperatures (400 K and 500 K), respectively. The snapshots of the protein structure from the simulations are
represented as protein structure networks in which the strength of the noncovalent interactions is considered an important
criterion in the construction of edges. The profiles of the network parameters, such as the degree distribution and the size of the
largest cluster (giant component), were examined as a function of interaction strength at different temperatures. Similar profiles
are seen at all the temperatures. However, the critical strength of interaction (Icritical) and the size of the largest cluster at all
interaction strengths shift to lower values at 500 K. Further, the folding/unfolding transition is correlated with contacts evaluated
at Icritical and with the composition of the top large clusters obtained at interaction strengths greater than Icritical. Finally, the
results are compared with experiments, and predictions are made about the residues, which are important for stability and
folding. To summarize, the network analysis presented in this work provides insights into the details of the changes occurring in
the protein tertiary structure at the level of amino acid side-chain interactions, in both the equilibrium and the unfolding simu-
lations. The method can also be employed as a valuable tool in the analysis of molecular dynamics simulation data, since it
captures the details at a global level, which may elude conventional pairwise interaction analysis.
INTRODUCTION
Understanding the process of protein folding has been a
subject of study in both theoretical and experimental bio-
physics. Significant progress, such as the prediction of folding
rates, free energies, and the structure of small proteins, has
been achieved from simulations (1). During the folding/
unfolding process, an intermediate state description at an
atomic level is often unavailable from experiments due to
poor stability of the intermediate state. In this regard, all-atom
molecular dynamics simulation is particularly useful for
obtaining a detailed view.Room temperature simulation at the
timescale required to follow protein folding is of the order of
microseconds and demands high computational capabilities.
Hence, long-time simulations have been carried out on only a
limited number of proteins (2). The longest folding simulation
available (1 ms) is on a 36-residue peptide, villian headpiece
(3). Multiple simulations on a 23-residue peptide, amounting
to 700 ms, have also been carried out (4). Alternatively, one
could study protein folding/unfolding dynamics at lower
timescales by increasing the temperatures. It has been demon-
strated that the increase in temperature accelerates protein
unfolding without changing the pathway of unfolding (5),
thereby justifying the use of high temperature for unfolding
simulations. Further, the pathways of folding and unfolding
have been shown to be similar and independent of temper-
ature (6). Although folding has been investigated in many
peptides and small proteins, only a few proteins of reasonably
large size, such as hen egg-white lysozyme (7–9), dihydrofolate-
reductase (10), and b-lactamase (11), have been investigated
for unfolding at high temperatures.
Monitoring the process of folding/unfolding is also a chal-
lenging task. The changes in parameters such as secondary
structures (helices and sheets), native contacts, root mean-
square deviation (RMSD), and radius of gyration are gen-
erally some of the important ones measured in following the
folding/unfolding process (5,7–17). However, there is no sys-
tematic way to monitor the interactions of side chains in a
collective manner, which is crucial for the intactness of the
3-D structure of a protein. In this study, we explicitly con-
sidered side-chain interactions using the concept of protein
structure networks, and the unfolding process has been ex-
amined by tracking down changes in the network properties.
We chose the example of bacteriophage T4 lysozyme for
this investigation. The equilibrium properties of the protein
structure network are derived from the 300 K simulation.
The process of unfolding at high temperatures (400 K and
500 K) has been investigated by comparing the changes in
the network properties with respect to the 300 K simulation.
Real-world networks in varied fields have been investi-
gated for their network properties and it has been shown that
many of them exhibit a scale-free behavior. Further, these
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networks also have a small number of highly connected nodes,
known as ‘‘hubs’’, that play an important role in the stability of
the network structure (18). The presence of such hubs in small-
world networks makes the network robust against random
attacks, because the hubs are capable of holding the network
intact even when some nodes are attacked randomly (18).
Network properties of protein structures have been studied to
understand protein structure and folding (19–24). The confor-
mations accessed during molecular dynamics simulation have
also been represented as a network, from which the transition-
state and denatured-state ensembles have been identified (25).
Recently, a generalized computational method with fully
transferable potential has been presented for folding proteins
(26). The potential function in this study represents the back-
bone hydrogen bonds as well as side-chain interactions and
graph theoretic analysis is used to cluster the conformations
generated from the simulations.
Our group has described protein structures as graphs or
networks of noncovalently interacting amino acid residues
(27). We observed that the protein structure graphs (PSG)
show complex-network behavior and their properties depend
on the strength of noncovalent interactions between the amino
acid residues, which is an important parameter used in the
construction of the PSG. The network behavior was consid-
ered to be complex, since a variety of profiles, ranging from
random graphs to decay-like curves, were obtained at varying
interaction strengths. Further, a transition-like behavior was
observed in all proteinswhen the size of the largest cluster was
monitored as a function of interaction strength. We also noted
that such a transition was due to the loss of a large number of
hydrophobic interactions, which were generally formed at
low interaction strengths. Additionally, we explored the
residue preferences of the hubs on either side of the transition
and found that the aromatic amino acids and arginine have a
greater propensity to form hubs at high interaction strength
and these residues along with hydrophobic residues like
leucine, valine, and isoleucine are the preferred hubs at low
interaction strength. This study provided valuable insight into
protein structure and stability and thus it is quite evident that
the network representation is a powerful way of studying the
side-chain interactions within the protein in a systematic way.
In this study, we have adopted some of these concepts to
analyze equilibrium dynamics and protein unfolding. Here,
we demonstrate that the fluctuations and changes in protein
structure, particularly related to side-chain interactions during
equilibrium and unfolding dynamics, can be captured effec-
tively by following the changes in the network parameters.
The equilibrium and unfolding dynamics of T4 lysozyme at
various temperatures have been investigated in this work. The
network analysis of the molecular dynamics (MD) simulation
data provides detailed information on the side-chain interactions
through clusters and hubs occurring in the lysozyme structure.
Particularly, it provides insight into the role of amino acid side
chains in the unique topology of the proteins. Furthermore,
network parameters such as the largest cluster provide an
understanding beyond pairwise interaction and therefore can
prove tobeapowerful tool for theanalysisofMDsimulationdata.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
MDsimulationswere performedusing theAMBER8package (28)with parm99
parameters (29) on the high-resolution (1.7-A˚) crystal structure (2LZM) of
bacteriophage T4 lysozyme (30). Explicit water molecules were used. The
simulations at 300 K and 400 K were performed for 5 ns and three 500 K
simulations were carried out for 10 ns in TIP3P water (31). The solvation box
was10 A˚ from the farthest atomalongany axis for 300Kand400Ksimulations.
At 500K, a 12-A˚ solvation boxwas used for one of the simulations and a 10-A˚
boxwas used for two simulations (denoted as S2 andS3).The simulation details
are consolidated in Table 1. The simulations were performed under NTP
conditions. Particle mesh Ewald summation (32) was used for long-range
electrostatics and the van der Waals cutoff was 10 A˚. The pressure and
temperature relaxationswere set at 0.5 ps1. A time step of 2.0 fs was employed
with the integration algorithm, and structureswere stored every 1 ps.Apart from
the network analysis outlined below, conventional analyses such as RMSD and
the radius of gyration,were also carried out on theMDsnapshots. Compactness
of the protein ismeasured by calculating the radius of gyration,Rg (33),which is
defined as the root mean-square distance of the collection of atoms from their
center of gravity. The schematic representation of the protein structures are
drawn using PyMOL (39) and all other figures are drawn using MATLAB.
Construction and analysis of the protein
structure graph
The protein structure graphs, or PSGs, were constructed from the atomic
coordinates of the crystal structure and the snapshots from the simulations.
The details of the method have been described previously (27). A brief de-
scription is given below.
Definition of nodes and edges
Each amino acid in the protein structure is represented as a node and these
nodes (amino acids) are connected by edges based on the strength of non-
covalent interaction between the interacting nodes. The strength of inter-
action between two amino acid side chains is evaluated based on the article
by Kannan and Vishveshwara (34). The strength of interaction between
residues i and j (Iij) is evaluated as a percentage given by
Iij ¼ nijffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ni3Nj
p 3 100; (1)
where Iij is the percentage interaction between residues i and j; nij is the
number of atom-atom pairs between residues i and j within a distance of
4.5 A˚; and Ni and Nj are normalization values for residue types i and j
(evaluated for 20 amino acid residues types) (27,34). This factor takes into
account the differences in size of the side chains of the different residue types
and their propensity to make the maximum number of contacts with other
amino acid residues in protein structures. (The sequence neighbors (i6 1 and
i6 2) have not been considered for the evaluation of Iij). An interaction cutoff
TABLE 1 Summary of simulations performed at three
different temperatures
Trejectory
no. Temperature
Trajectory
length (ns)
No of water’s
added
Density of
water (gm/cc)
I 300K 5.0 7854 1.010
II 400K 5.0 7854 0.908
S1 500K 10.0 9593 0.717
S2 500K 10.0 7854 0.728
S3 500K 10.0 7854 0.730
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I min is then chosen and any residue pair ij for which I ij > I min is considered to
be interacting and hence is connected in the protein structure graph. Thus, we
obtain different PSGs for the same protein structure based on the choice of
Imino and therefore, I min can be varied to obtain graphs with strong or weak
interactions fonning the edges between the residues. At I min = 0%, even
residues with single atom-atom contact between them get connected in the
graph, whereas at higher Imins, only strongly interacting residues with more
atom-atom contacts get connected in the graph.
Hub definition
At a given Imino different nodes make different numbers of edges. The
residues making zero edges are tenned as orphans and those that make four
or more edges are referred to as hubs at that particular I min. The definition of
I ij for evaluating the hub character of a residue is slightly different from that
given in Eq. 1. Here, the nonnalization value in the denominator is N i instead
of V(NiXNj), since the hub nature of the residue i is being evaluated (27).
Size of the largest cluster
The size of the largest cluster (or the giant component) in a graph is generally
used to understand the properties of the graph (19,27). We used the depth first
search graph algorithm (35) to identify the amino acid clusters in the PSG and
then identify the size ofthe largest cluster in all the PSGs at different/min values.
For this purpose, the PSG is first represented as an adjacency matrix (A), where
Aij = 1, if i # j, i and j are connected according to the I min criterion;
= 0, if i # j, i andj are not connected;
= 0, if i =j.
From the adjacency matrix, the depth first search method provides infor-
mation on the nodes fonning distinct clusters in the graph.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Molecular dynamics simulations have been carried out at
three different temperatures on bacteriophage T4 lysozyme.
Simulations at 300 K and 400 K were performed for 5 ns.
At 500 K, three simulations (Sl, S2, and S3) of 10 ns were
carried out to confirm the statistical significance of the results
on unfolding by high-temperature simulations. The equilib-
rium properties were analyzed from the 300 K simulation.
The results of high-temperature simulations were compared
with the 300 K simulation to understand the process of
unfolding/misfolding/refolding.
The overall fold and the secondary structural elements of
the protein are stable at 300 K, as expected, and a typical
snapshot is shown in Fig. 1. The tertiary structure oflysozyme
is made up oftwo domains, D1 and D2. The smaller domain D1
includes all the three f3 strand and the helices a 1 and a2,
whereas the larger domain D2 consists of nine helices (a3-
all). The domains D1 and D2 are connected through the helix
a3. The interactions between the secondary structures within
and across domains have been investigated and the process of
unfolding at high temperatures is monitored from the network
perspective. These results are discussed below after the simu-
lation profiles of some of the conventional parameters.
Simulation profiles
RMSD
The time-dependent RMSD from the starting structure gives
an estimation of the rate of unfolding at different temper-
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FIGURE 1 A schematic representation of the structure ofT4lysozyme. It
consists of 11 helices between residues 3-11 (a1), 39-50 (a2), 60-80 (a3),
82-90 (a4), 93-106 (a5), 108-113 (a6), 115-123 (a7), 126-134 (a8), 137-
141 (a9), 143-155 (a 10), 159-161 (all) and three f3-strands between
residues 14 and 19, 25 and 28, and 31 and 34. The two domains are
represented as D1 and D2.
atures (Fig. 2). At 300 K, Ca -RMSD fluctuates around
1 :::'::: 0.5 A. In the 400 K simulation, the RMSD is stable
around 2 A up to ~4 ns and then increases to ~3 A. All the
three simulations at 500 K behave in a similar manner,
particularly until 4 ns. There is a sharp increase in RMSD
between ~ 1 ns and ~2 ns. As the RMSD reaches a range
of ~6-8 A around 3 ns, the rate of change of RMSD has
ol-----'_-'-_--L-_-'-_'-----'_--'--_--L-----:~----.J
1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 10.0
Time(ns)
FIGURE 2 MD trajectories ofRMSD (A) with reference to the minimized
crystal structure.
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diminished. The RMSD profiles of the three simulations,
however, perceptibly vary during 4–10 ns, with values rang-
ing from 7 A˚ to 12 A˚. The increased RMSD clearly indicates
a drastic conformational change in the structure of lysozyme
in the 500 K simulations.
Radius of gyration
The trajectories of the radius of gyration (Rg) of the protein
at different temperatures are presented in Fig. 3. The value
fluctuates around 13.4 A˚ in the 300 K simulation, Rg is
slightly higher with increased fluctuation at 400 K. Large
fluctuations, varying from 13 A˚ to 18 A˚ are seen in all three
simulations at 500 K. However, it should be noted that the
fluctuations are not so pronounced until around 2.0–2.4 ns,
when a lower value of ;14 A˚ is attained in all three simu-
lations. The compactness at this point is related to the col-
lapse of domains in the structure, which will be discussed
later. The fluctuations in Rg are more drastic after this point,
indicating large changes in the structure.
Network analysis
Protein structure network (PSN) analysis is carried out on the
snapshots obtained from 300 K, 400 K, and 500 K simula-
tions. Qualitative features of the network parameters along
the trajectories are very similar in all three simulations at
500 K. Hence, most of the results are presented from only
one of the simulations (S1) (some of the results from simu-
lation S2 are presented in Supplementary Material). The
interaction-strength-dependent analysis is an important fea-
ture of this work. First, general network properties such as
the degree distribution and size of the largest cluster are
presented, and then the trajectories are probed to gain insight
into the details at the structural level.
Degree distribution profiles
The nonbonded connections made by amino acid residues
in every snapshot were evaluated at different interaction
strengths (Imin). The nodes with a given number of links were
averaged over the snapshots obtained from the simulations.
The number of nodesN(k)with k linkswere extracted from the
simulation snapshots for interaction strengths ranging from
0% to 10%. The Imin-dependent plots (degree distribution
plots) of N(k) as a function of the number of links (k) from the
300 K structures are given in Fig. 4 a. The profiles are very
similar to the one observed in the static structures of proteins
(27) obtained from the Protein Data Bank. The number of
nodeswith one or two links is higher than the number of nodes
with zero links (orphans) for Imin values,5%. This gives rise
to a bell-shaped curve at lower Imin values and a decay form at
higher Imin values. Thus, the degree distribution profile is
clearly dependent on Imin. It is interesting to compare similar
plots obtained from the snapshots of the 500 K simulation.
The 500 K trajectory is split up into two regions, A (0–2.2 ns)
and B (2.2–10 ns), on the basis of Rg profile, and the cor-
responding degree distribution profiles from simulation S1
are presented in Fig. 4, b and c (similar profiles are presented
for simulation S2 in Supplementary Material, Fig. S1, a and
b). Although the plots look qualitatively similar to those
obtained at 300 K, some important differences can be noted.
First, the number of orphans is higher at 500 K at all Imin
values, giving rise to a higher ratio of number of orphans to
number of nodes with connections. Second, the transition
from a bell-shaped curve to a decay-like curve takes place at a
lower Imin of 3% and 2% for regions A and B, respectively, at
500 K. The profiles at the two temperatures are very similar
for nodes with links between 2 and 7. There are very few
nodes with links.7 at either temperature, and the number is
close to zero at 500 K. Thus, the 500 K structures differ from
the 300 K structures in terms of the increased number of
orphans and a change in the degree distribution profile to a
lower Imin value.
Largest cluster profiles
The size of the largest cluster (or the giant component) is
often used to understand the nature and properties of graphs
(19,27) and to understand the phase transition from a per-
colation point of view (36). It has been observed that in a
large number of globular proteins, there exists a critical Imin
value below which the PSNs are almost completely con-
nected, and above this Imin the PSNs split up into smaller
clusters (27). Here, the profiles of the size of the largest
cluster (averaged over simulation snapshots) as a function of
Imin are presented in Fig. 5. Profiles at all the temperatures
are sigmoidal in behavior and a critical Imin (Icritical, defined
as the Imin at which the size of the largest cluster is half the
size at Imin ¼ 0%), ranging from 2.5% to 3.4%, can be iden-
tified. However, significant differences between the 300 K
and all three 500 K simulations can be seen in the size of theFIGURE 3 Radius of gyration (A˚) trajectories at different temperatures.
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largest cluster and the Icritical. The size of the largest cluster at
Imin ¼ 0% on average is 135 in the structures at 300 K and it
reduces to;105 in all the 500 K simulations. Also, the sizes
of the largest cluster at all Imins are smaller in the 500 K
structures. Furthermore, the Icritical shifts from 3.4% at 300 K
to 2.5% at 500 K. It is interesting to note that such a shift in
Icritical is also correlated with the differences observed in the
degree distribution plots of N(k) versus k (Fig. 4, a–c).
Tertiary contacts
The extent of unfolding is generally measured in terms of the
number of native contacts (37), as evaluated from non-
covalent atom-atom contacts between amino acids in the
protein. This corresponds to residue interactions at an Imin of
0% in our study. However, it is also important to consider
the extent of interaction (captured by the parameter Imin in
our analysis) in evaluating the number of contacts. Here,
we present the tertiary interactions at Imin values of 0%
and Icritical. The number of contacts at 300 K and 400 K is
presented as a function of time in Fig. 6 a. At 300 K and
400 K, the average values for Imin at 0% are 210 and 150,
respectively, and those for Imin at 3.4% are 100 and 75,
respectively. The number of nonnative contacts (compared
with the average from the 300 K trajectory) is also plotted
for the 400 K simulation and the average values are 50 and
40 for Imin at 0% and 3.4%, respectively. Thus, the native
contacts at both Imin values at 400 K are higher than the
nonnative contacts, indicating a near-native structure in the
simulation. The trajectories of the native and nonnative
contacts at Imin ¼ 0% and 2.5% from the 500 K simulation
(S1) are presented in Fig. 6 b (similar trajectories for simu-
lation S2 are presented in Fig. S2). The number of native
contacts steeply decreases until;3 ns for both Imins and then
attains a reasonably stable value. Concomitantly, the number
of nonnative contacts increases until 3 ns.Although the curves
have flattened after this point, the fluctuations are more for the
nonnative contacts compared to that of the native contacts,
which perhaps accounts for large fluctuations in Rg after 3 ns
(Fig. 3). Interesting structural transformations seem to be
taking place within 3 ns. The ratio of the native to nonnative
contacts becomes 1 (which is generally associated with the
folding/unfolding transition state (37)) at approximate time
points 0.415 ns and 1.9 ns, respectively for Imin values at 2.5%
and 0.0%. An RMSD-based conformational cluster analysis
(7,38) was carried out, which showed a transition close to
FIGURE 4 Distribution of the number of nodes making k links, at various interaction strengths (Imin): (a) averaged over 300 K snapshots; (b) averaged over
snapshots from 0–2.2 ns at 500 K; (c) averaged over snapshots from 2.2–8.0 ns at 500 K (unless specified, all results in this figure and in subsequent tables and
figures for 500 K are presented for simulation S1).
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0.415 ns (the results of such a cluster analysis of simulation S1
are presented in the Fig. S3). Based on network features at
Icritical, structural analysis, and the clustering of conforma-
tions, we identify the transition from native state to unfolded
state as associatedwith the structure at the time point when the
native/nonnative contacts become equal at the interaction
strength Icritical . Thus, our further analysis of the 500 K
trajectory is divided into regions I (0–0.415 ns (time at which
the native and nonnative contacts become equal at Imin ¼
Icritical)), II (0.415–1.9 ns (time at which native/nonnative
contacts become equal at Imin ¼ 0%)), III (1.9–3 ns (time at
which the native and nonnative curves flatten)), and IV (3–10
ns), as indicated in Fig. 6 b.
Intersecondary structural interactions
Typical snapshots selected from the four regions shown in
Fig. 6 b have been analyzed for specific details of native and
nonnative contacts. The native contacts have been obtained
from the 300 K simulation by evaluating the contacts at
Imin ¼ 3.4%, and those interactions present in .50% of the
snapshots are plotted as a 2-D map in Fig. 7 i. The inter-
actions within the b-sheets and intrahelical interactions are
quite obvious. The intersecondary structural interaction
regions are marked in rectangular boxes a–g in the figure.
The long helix (a3), which separates the two domains, has
more interactions with the regions of the smaller domain
(D1), as shown in box a. The N-terminal helix (a1) interacts
with helices a5, a9, and a10, (marked as regions b and c)
of the larger domain (D2). A large number of interhelical in-
teractions are seen in domain D2, and it is mainly dominated
by interactions of helix a5 with other helices, as shown in
boxes d–f in the figure. The residue interaction map (eval-
uated at Imin ¼ 2.5%) for selected snapshots in region I (Fig.
6 b) from the 500 K simulation are presented in Fig. 7 ii.
(Similar maps for snapshots (0.9 ns, 2.2 ns, and 8.0 ns) in the
other regions are presented in Fig. S4.) The native and non-
native contacts are represented by different symbols. From
these maps, we can see that the secondary structures, both
the b-strands and the a–helices, are reasonably stable up to
0.9 ns. Although a fraction of native helical contacts are
retained in 2.2-ns and 8.0-ns snapshots, the b-sheets (essen-
tially from domain D1) seem to have completely melted away,
losing the native contacts. Intersecondary structural contacts
are also retained to a significant extent in the 0.415-ns and
0.9-ns snapshots. The nonnative interactions arise either in
the regions closer to the native ones or between completely
FIGURE 5 The size (averaged over simulation snapshots) of the largest
cluster as a function of the interaction strength Imin, at different temperatures.
FIGURE 6 The trajectories of native and nonnative contacts at different
Imins: (a) 300 K and 400 K; (b) 500 K (profiles A and C represent the native
contacts at 0.0% and 2.5%, respectively; profiles B and D represent the
nonnative contacts at 0.0% and 2.5%, respectively). The numerals I–IV
represent different regions of the simulation corresponding to different
phases of unfolding.
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different regions absent in the native structure. For instance,
the nonnative interaction of b-strands (residues 25–38) with
residues of helices a3, a5, and a9 seems to take the con-
formation away from the native structure in all the 500 K
snapshots. Finally, a part of the intersecondary structural con-
tacts of helices a1 and a5 with a9/a10 are the only ones
retained by 2.2 ns and the native interaction between helices
a5 and a9/a10 are also lost by 8.0 ns. Thus, the compactness
of the structure in region IV is mainly due to nonnative con-
tacts (with the exception of fragments of local intrahelical con-
tacts) and can be considered as misfolded states.
Composition of the largest cluster
The largest cluster represents the extent of connectivity in
the protein structure, which is not completely captured by
pairwise contacts. Both the extent of connectivity and the
residues contributing to the largest cluster can be compared
across structures to evaluate their closeness with the native
structure. The extent of connectivity was evaluated as the
size of the largest cluster for different Imins and is presented
in Fig. 5. The residue composition of the largest cluster is
investigated in this section. The composition was identified
in each of the snapshots of the simulations at Imin ¼ Icritical
(i.e., 3.4% for 300 K and 400 K simulations and 2.5% for
500 K simulations). The residues present in the largest
cluster in .50% of the snapshots of 300 K simulations are
listed in Table 2. The presence/absence of these residues in
400 K and 500 K simulations is also marked in this table.
The results from 500 K simulation S1 are presented in two
parts (0–3 ns and 3–8 ns). The appearance of new residues at
higher temperatures is not listed, since our primary aim is to
find out how close the structures are to the native state.
The residues in the largest cluster are grouped as hydro-
phobic, polar, etc. (Table 2). At 300 K, the cluster com-
position is largelymade up of hydrophobic and polar residues.
A few crucial aromatic, acidic, and basic residues (dominated
by arginine residues) are also part of the cluster. Interestingly,
several glycine residues are also part of the largest cluster and
several of them are from the terminals of secondary structures.
Most of the residues in the secondary structures contribute to
the largest cluster; however, the contribution is greater from
helices a1, a5, a9, and a10. Furthermore, the residues from
both domains D1 and D2 are present in the largest cluster.
Thus, the domain separation may be noticed only when the
interactions are considered at Imin. Icritical. At 400 K, most of
the residues of helices a1, a5, a9, and a10 are persistent, and
several residues (29I, 41A, 38S, 18Y, 25Y, 20G, 12G, and
23G) from domain D1 detach themselves from the largest
cluster. These residues are also absent from the largest cluster
in the 500 K simulation. A considerable fraction of the
residues retained in the 400K simulation is also present for up
to 3 ns of 500 K simulation and is reduced significantly after
this time point. Interestingly, none of the glycine residues are
part of the largest cluster after 3 ns at 500 K, although the
secondary structures are reasonably intact. This indicates the
lack of optimal packing of secondary structures, which is also
evident from the contact map.
The cluster composition at Imin¼ 5% (interaction strengths
greater than Icritical) was also investigated, and an analysis
similar to the one presented above for Imin ¼ Icritical was
carried out at 300 K, 400 K, and for regions I–III (shown in
Fig. 6 b) of the 500K simulation. The residues that are present
in .30% of the snapshots in simulations at 300 K are listed
in Table 3, and the occurrence of these residues in 400 K and
500 K simulations has been checked. The results on a few
specific snapshots in the chosen regions are also included in
FIGURE 7 Two-dimensional maps of residue-residue interactions eval-
uated for Imin ¼ 3.4% and 2.5%, respectively, for 300 K and 500 K
snapshots. (i) Contacts found in .50% of the 300 K snapshots. The
secondary structures are marked below the diagonal. The rectangular boxes
(a–g) correspond to different interactions across secondary structures/loops
as given in the inset. (ii) (Open circles) native contacts; (*) nonnative
contacts (compared with 300 K simulations). Two snapshots (points above
the diagonal and below the diagonal correspond respectively to 0.387 ns and
0.415 ns snapshots) from 500 K simulation. The maps for a few other
snapshots are given in supplementary Fig. S4.
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this table. In comparison with the cluster sizes at Icritical, the
cluster sizes at Imin¼ 5% reduced considerably in all cases, as
expected. Interestingly, the hydrophobic residues are almost
completely absent in all cases. Further, a significant fraction
of the 300 K residues is also part of the cluster at 400 K and
before transition in the 500 K simulation. However, the
average cluster size is drastically reduced after the transition
(a list of both the native and nonnative residues in the largest
cluster at Imin¼ 5% is provided in Table S1), and none of the
residues of the largest cluster at Imin¼ 5% is common between
300 K and the 500 K trajectory after 3 ns. Thus, not only is the
size of the strongly interacting cluster reduced, but its
composition also bears no resemblance to the native residues
after 3 ns in the 500 K simulation.
At Imin ¼ 5%, the protein structure is made up of three
clusters of significant size, with the top two corresponding to
domain D2 and the third ne corresponding to domain D1.
The three clusters are depicted on the crystal structure and on
the structures selected from typical snapshots from different
simulations in Fig. 8 (A list of residues in these clusters from
selected snapshots are given in Table S2). In the crystal
structure and a typical 300 K snapshot, it can be clearly seen
that the top cluster is made of residues from helices a1, a5,
a9, a10, and a11, and the second largest cluster is made up
of helices a7 and a8. The third largest cluster represents
domain D1, with residues mainly from helix a2 and the b-
strands. The top two clusters of the 300 K snapshot (Fig. 8,
second panel) and the 400 K snapshot (Fig. 8, third panel)
are very similar; however, there is a reorganization of
residues of domain D1 in the third-largest cluster. The
snapshot around transition at 500 K (Fig. 8, fourth panel)
also shows the top two clusters as similar to those of the snap-
shots at 300 K and 400 K. But the third-largest cluster size is
considerably reduced, indicating the loss of compactness of
domain D1 around the transition region. The 500 K snapshot
TABLE 2 Composition of residues in the largest cluster during MD simulations (at Imin ¼ Icritical)
Hydrophobic Polar Aromatic Acidic Basic Glycine
a b c d a b c d a b c d a b c d a b c d a b c d
1M 1 2N 1 1 1 4F 1 1 1 5E 1 96R 12G 1
3I 1 1 21T 1 1 18Y 10D 1 1 119R 1 23G 1
6M 1 1 38S 25Y 20D 124K 28G 1 1
7L 1 1 1 69Q 1 104F 1 1 1 61D 1 137R 1 1 1 30G 1 1
9I 1 1 1 97C 1 126W 1 64E 145R 1 77G
13L 1 1 101N 1 1 138W 1 1 70D 1 1 1 147K 1 1 1 110G
29I 105Q 1 1 159D 148R 1 1 113G 1
41A 115T 1
66L 1 1 1 116N
87V 1 132N 1
99L 136S 1
100I 1 1 1 140N 1 1
103V 1 1 141Q 1
131V 1 144N 1 1 1
143P 151T
149V 152T 1 1 1
150I 1 157T 1
160A 1 1
The residues represented are part of the largest cluster and are present in .50% of the snapshots for Imin ¼ 3.4% for 300 K and 400 K simulations and Imin ¼
2.5% for 500 K simulations. a: Residues in the largest cluster obtained from the 300 K simulation. b: Residues in the largest cluster obtained from the 400 K
simulation and common with 300 K. c: Residues in the largest cluster obtained from the 500 K simulation for regions I–III and common with 300 K. d:
Residues in the largest cluster obtained from the 500 K simulation for region IV and common with 300 K.
TABLE 3 Composition of residues in the largest cluster during
MD simulation (Imin ¼ 5%)
300K 400K 500K (I) 500K(II) 500K(III)
avg 4929ps avg 4177ps avg 415ps avg 2206ps avg 3000ps
10D 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
20D 1
21T 1 1 1 1 1
23G 1 1
69Q 1
100I 1 1 1 1 1
101N 1 1 1 1
104F 1 1 1 1 1
105Q 1 1 1 1 1 1
137R 1 1 1 1 1
138W 1 1 1 1 1 1
140N 1 1
141Q 1 1 1 1
143P
144N 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
145R 1 1 1 1 1
147K 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
148R 1 1 1
153F 1
155T 1
The composition of the largest cluster is presented for different temper-
atures. avg indicates residues that are present in .30% of snapshots. The
residues at 300 K (avg) are listed and those residues that are common with
this list obtained from other simulations are marked. The composition of a
few specific snapshots is also presented. For 500 K, I–III correspond,
respectively, to the regions 0–415 ps, 0.5–1.9 ns, and 1.9–3.0 ns.
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around 2.2 ns (Fig. 8, fifth panel) shows a distorted backbone
structure and a clear indication of the collapse of domains D1
and D2, with the largest cluster being composed of residues
from both domains. However, a majority of residues come
from domain D2, and also, the second-largest cluster is made
up of residues exclusively from domain D2. Thus, domain
D1 loses its structural identity long before domain D2. This
feature is also evident from the residue contact maps, where
the b-strands of domain D1 have melted away and the
residues from this region have picked up nonnative contacts
at an early stage of simulation. This is in agreement with the
experimental finding that the domain D1 is formed later than
D2 during the folding process (40). The 3-ns snapshot of the
500 K simulations (sixth panel) has completely lost the
identity of the native structure. Here, the helices are wrongly
oriented, only two clusters of small size appear. Although
one of the clusters is composed of residues from domain
D1, the residue composition has no resemblance to native
clusters at Imin ¼ 5% (Table S2). This result highlights the
point that the folding process is cooperative and transition
from the unfolded to the native state takes place only when
appropriate contacts are established. Finally, the unfolded
structure at 7.39 ns (seventh panel) clearly appears different
and has moved completely away from the native structure.
Thus, the residue-level details corresponding to unfolding
events can be effectively captured by the construction of
interaction-strength-dependent PSNs and by examining the
network parameters. Hen egg-white lysozyme, which has a
structure very similar to that of T4 lysozyme, was earlier
investigated by MD simulations to understand the unfolding
events (7) and the results were correlated with experimental
findings (41) .Our results agree with the unfolding events
presented for hen egg-white lysozyme. Specifically, the
collapse of the two domains, persistence of the a-domain and
the early melting of the b-domain are some of the common
features of the two studies. However, the network-based
characterization described here is useful in following the
structural changes at a global level.
Here we make a plausible assumption that the folding
events can be reconstructed from the unfolding simulations,
and based on our study, the following scenario can be pre-
sented for the folding process of T4-lysozyme: 1), formation
of small helical segments, 2), protein chain fluctuation
making random contacts; 3), transition step during which a
major fraction of the strong native side-chain contacts are
cooperatively established along with coevolution of com-
plete secondary and near tertiary structure; and 4), hydro-
phobic residues join the core to give the final topology and to
strengthen the native structure. These steps are entirely
consistent with the existence of a folding funnel (42) guiding
the protein to its native-state conformation. Partial secondary
structures appear at the early stage in the proteins containing
segments with greater helical propensities. A recent review has
also focused on the role played by backbone hydrogen bonds
FIGURE 8 Representation of top
clusters: The seven panels include the
crystal structure, typical snapshots from
300 K and 400 K simulations, and four
snapshots of 500 K simulations, repre-
senting different states during the un-
folding processes. The times are given
in parentheses below the structures. The
N- and C-termini are colored blue and
red, respectively. The top three clusters
at Imin ¼ 5.0% (residue composition
given in supplementary Table S2) are
depicted on crystal structure and simu-
lation snapshots: orange, gray, and
magenta represent first, second, and
third largest clusters, respectively. Only
two clusters were obtained in the last
two snapshots.
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in the formation of secondary structures and in the folding
processes (43). The framework model (44) is adopted by
proteinswith high secondary structural propensities. Foldingof
T4 lysozyme seems to adopt the nucleation-condensation
mechanism (45)with anelement of the frameworkmodel. Such
a mechanism was also observed in the protein c-Myb (46),
which is a small protein made up of three helices.
Hubs
The hub-forming amino acid residues (those with four edges
or more) in the PSN can belong to different secondary
structural elements in the protein. Although the backbone
hydrogen bonds give the information on the secondary
structures, the hubs and their interactions provide informa-
tion on connections across secondary structures, including
residues from loops. Analysis of hubs and their connections
can provide insight into the details of side-chain interactions,
which are required for the structural integrity of the protein
and further can be used as a tool to monitor the changes
taking place in the high-temperature simulations. Here, each
snapshot from the MD trajectory is examined for the residue
capacity to form hubs, and those that are hubs for .50% of
the simulation time are considered to be dynamically stable
hubs. Such dynamically stable hubs have been identified
from all the simulations, and the results for the 300 K and
400 K simulations, and for 500 K simulation S1, at Imins 0%
and 3%, are presented in Tables 4 and 5, respectively.
About a third of the residues (56) in the protein are hubs in
the crystal structure at Imin ¼ 0%. Approximately 90% of
them are retained at 300 K simulation, and the hydrophobic
hubs are in the majority (60%). Aromatic and arginine
residues form 26% of the hubs and the rest is made up of
polar and acidic residues. It is obvious that the number of
hubs is reduced in all the simulations at Imin ¼ 3% (Table 5).
However, it is to be noted (from the 300 K simulation) that
the reduction is substantial in the hydrophobic hubs and there
are only six hydrophobic hubs at Imin ¼ 3%, as compared
with 30 at Imin ¼ 0%. All three arginines and six (out of 10)
aromatic residues from the 300 K list of Imin ¼ 0% are
retained as hubs at Imin ¼ 3%. This is consistent with our
earlier results (27) on crystal structure analysis, i.e., that the
hydrophobic hubs drastically reduce as interaction strength
increases to around Icritical. Interestingly, this is also corre-
lated with the decrease of hydrophobic residues in the largest
cluster at interaction strengths beyond Icritical, as mentioned
in the previous section. A comparison of the hub list in Table
4 with those residues in the largest cluster (Table 2) shows
;50% of common residues. Significantly, the common ones
predominantly belong to the secondary structures a1, a5,
a9, and a10, which were found to be part of the strongly
interacting largest cluster.
The hub composition at 400 K is very similar to that from
the 300 K simulation at Imin ¼ 0% and 3%. Further, the
number of hubs is drastically reduced in both parts of the 500
K simulation. During the first part of the 500 K simulation,
many of the hub residues at Imin ¼ 0% are common with
those of the 300 K simulation, which is not the case during
the second part of the 500 K simulation. Furthermore, the
number of 3% hubs from the 500 K simulation is too small.
This is also consistent with results from the top-largest-
clusters analysis, where the size of the cluster had reduced
and only two clusters of significant size were seen.
CORRELATION WITH EXPERIMENTS
Mutational studies
A large number of mutations have been carried out on T4
lysozyme and the effects of mutation on the activity/stability
of the enzyme have been assessed (49–58). Here we present
the hub nature of the mutated residues based on our PSN
network analysis. Earlier, we had demonstrated the impor-
tance of hubs in the thermal stability of thermophilic proteins
(27) and in the stability of interfaces in multimeric proteins
(47). Here we examine the effect of mutation on the stability/
activity of the enzyme in terms of residues that form hubs.
The effect of mutation on some of the hub residues (Imin ¼
TABLE 4 Dynamically stable hub list for simulations at
different temperatures for Imin ¼ 0.0%
500K*
Crystal structure 300K 400K R1 R2
1M 95R 1M 95R 95R 10D 10D
3I 99L 3I 99L 3I 99L 25Y 11E
6M 100I 6M 100I 4F 100I 67F 14R
7L 101N 7L 101N 7L 101N 88Y 138W
10D 102M 10D 102M 13L 102M 95R 145R
11E 103V 13L 103V 17I 103V 101N 148R
17I 104F 17I 104F 25Y 104F 161Y
25Y 106M 25Y 106M 27I 106M 138W 164L
27I 111V 27I 111V 29I 111V 145R
29I 114F 29I 114F 31H 114F 148R
30G 118L 33L 149V
33L 120M 33L 120M 120M 153F
39L 121L 121L 42A 121L 161Y
42A 126W 42A
43K 133L 81N 133L 46L 133L
46L 138W 46L 138W 50I 138W
50I 139Y 50I 139Y 139Y
54C 142T 54C 142T
56G 145R 145R 58I
58I 148R 58I 148R 62E
62E 149V 62E 149V 66L 149V
66L 150I 66L 150I 67F 150I
67F 152T 67F 152T 152T
71V 153F 71V 153F 78I 153F
78I 154R 78I 84L
84L 158W 84L 158W 158W
87V 161Y 87V 161Y 88Y 161Y
88Y 88Y 91L
91L 91L
50% of snapshots in which the listed residues appear as hubs.
*R1, regions I–III; and R2, region IV, as presented in Fig. 6 b.
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0%, Table 2), as observed in experiments, has been listed in
supplementary Table S3. A few mutations of residues that
are not hubs (nonhubs) have also been listed for comparison.
The mutation of the hub residues to alanine has considerably
decreased the stability of the protein, whereas such a desta-
bilization is not clear in the case of the nonhub mutations.
It should be noted that many of the mutated hubs causing
destabilization are hubs not only at 300 K but also remain
hubs at 400 K, emphasizing the importance of these residues
in maintaining the integrity of the tertiary structure. Further-
more, the hubs V111, W138, and F153 are also hubs at 3% in
the 300 K simulation, indicating a strong interaction of these
residues with several other residues. Finally, some of the
residues, such as F104, R145, and R148, are hubs even at
400 K and at 3%, for which mutation results are not avail-
able. Here we predict that the mutation of these residues to
alanine would cause further destabilization of the protein.
Stages of domain formation during folding
Folding experiments on fragments of T4 lysozyme have
shown (40) that only the C-terminal subdomain (domain D2)
is capable of autonomous folding. Also, experiments have
shown (40) that the intermediate state of T4 lysozyme is
comprised of predominantly unfolded D1 subdomain with
loosely packed D2 sub-domain. Thus, it is clear that domain
D2 is formed earlier than domain D1. From our cluster
analysis at Imin ¼ 5%, three clusters of significant size have
been identified from the native structure (Fig. 8, second
panel). Among them, two top clusters are composed of
residues from domain D2 and the third top cluster is made of
residues from domain D1. During the collapse state (2.2-ns
snapshot of 500 K simulation; Fig. 8, fifth panel), only two
clusters of significant size are present and the top one is now
composed of residues from both the domains, with the major
contribution from domain D2. Further, the second top cluster
is also made up of only the residues of domain D2. Thus,
domain D1 loses its structural identity long before domain
D2 does. Conversely, we can conclude that domain D2 is
formed at an early stage, which reinforces the experimental
findings.
Folding free energies
The proton exchange capacity of backbone amide protons of
T4 lysozyme has been extensively investigated from NMR
experiments as a function of unfolding reagent (48). Based
on these experiments, the residue-wise free energy of folding
has been calculated. From these studies, the helices a1(A),
a5(E), and a10(H) have been identified as the most stable
portion of the protein. Our investigation of the largest cluster
is in agreement with this conclusion, as the largest cluster at
interaction strength as high as 5% encompasses this region
not only in 300 K and 400 K simulations, but also in the early
part of 500 K simulation. Specifically, the residues D10,
I100, N101, F104, Q105, K147, and F153, which have high
free energy of folding, are part of the largest cluster at Imin ¼
5% in both 300 K and 400 K simulations. Furthermore,
the helix a9 is also a part of the largest cluster, even at high
interaction strength of Imin ¼ 5%. However, experimental
free energy values have not been reported for the residues in
this helix. Our results suggest that residues R137, W138,
N140, and Q141 are also part of the most stable portion of
the protein. Particularly, W138 is not only a part of the
cluster at Imin¼ 5%, but also appears as a hub at Imin¼ 3% in
300 K and 400 K simulations. We predict that residues such
as D10, N101, M102, F104, W138, R145, R148, and F153,
which are part of the largest cluster at Imin ¼ 5% and also
hubs at Imin ¼ 3% are important for the stability of both the
native state and the folding intermediates.
SUMMARY
The concept of the protein structure network was integrated
with molecular dynamics simulations, using the example of
T4 lysozyme. The PSNs were constructed as a function of
interaction strength (Imin) between noncovalently interacting
residues. The equilibrium dynamics of the PSN was inves-
tigated in the 300 K simulation and the dynamics of unfold-
ing was probed in the 500 K simulations. Mapping the
structures onto graphs provides a global view of the structure
and associated changes. This information, obtained from the
global view, is more significant when compared with what
can be obtained from pairwise interresidue contact analysis.
Important results from the general network perspective, as
TABLE 5 Dynamically stable hub list for simulations at
different temperatures for Imin ¼ 3.0%
500K*
Crystal Structure 300K 400K R1 R2
3I
6M 6M 6M 10D
7L 7L 7L 145R
10D 10D 10D 148R
25Y 25Y 25Y 161Y
46L 27I 27I
62E 54C 54C
67F 58I 58I
95R 62E 62E
101N 67F 67F
102M 95R 95R
104F 101N 101N
114F 104F 104F
138W 111V 111V
145R 138W 138W
148R 145R 145R
153F 148R 148R
158W 158W 158W
161Y 161Y 161Y
50% of snapshots in which the listed residues appear as hubs.
*R1¼regions(I1II1III), R2¼region IV as shown in figure 6 b.
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well as from the unfolding events of T4 lysozyme, are
summarized below.
The degree distribution profiles at 300 K exhibit similar
complex behavior, as was observed in the case of a large
number of protein structures. Specifically, the profile of the
distribution of nodes with links 0–10 undergoes a transition
from a bell-shaped to a decay-like curve at a critical in-
teraction strength. The snapshots from 500 K simulations
also exhibit a similar behavior, but the transition occurs at a
lower Imin. Further, the size of the largest cluster undergoes a
transition at a critical Imin (Icritical) in both the 300 K and 500
K simulations. Here, again, the Icritical shifts to a lower value
in the 500 K simulations.
The folding transition has been identified, from the 500 K
simulation, as the point at which the ratio of the native/
nonnative contacts is 1, when evaluated at an interaction
strength close to Icritical. This has also been supported by
conformational cluster analysis.
The composition of the largest cluster was deduced from
the simulation snapshots. At 300 K, residues from both the
domains of T4 lysozyme are part of the largest cluster at
Imin ¼ Icritical. However, a clear separation of domains
becomes apparent as separate clusters at Imin . Icritical.
Hydrophobic residues dominate the largest cluster at Icritical
and their contribution drastically reduces at Imin . Icritical.
The largest cluster size is reduced significantly in the
500 K simulation. The composition of the largest cluster,
evaluated even at higher Imin compares well with that of the
native structure (from the 300 K simulation) until some point
(;2 ns) after the transition from folding to unfolding. The
clusters indicate that domain D2 is intact for a longer time
than domain D1. Furthermore, incorrectly folded structures
can be detected by examining the composition of the largest
clusters.
Hub residues (defined as residues that are connected to
more than three other residues) have been identified. It is
suggested that those residues that are hubs around Icritical in
both the 300 K and 400 K simulations influence the stability
of the protein structure, and these observations have been
correlated with mutation experiments.
The residues in the largest cluster at Imin . Icritical play an
important role in the folding process. This has been con-
firmed by comparison with experimental results on unfold-
ing. Some of the residues for which experimental data is not
available are predicted to be important in stabilizing the
transition-state intermediate.
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